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Attention neighbors,
All of us citizens play a leading role
in making our communities great places to live!
In order to create communities that are safe and comfortable for everyone, we have
neighborhood associations that were established to hold our neighborhoods together.
Day-by-day we deepen the friendships that we have with our fellow neighbors, which
instills in us a wish to work through mutual cooperation in solving the issues that
trouble us all. Our desires to help our neighbors and the human connections borne from
exchanging daily greetings, go beyond creating a comfortable environment in which to
live, and are revealed in the strengths we exhibit through the many activities we
undertake, such as our relief efforts in times of disaster.
It is up to us to create and protect our communities. Our neighborhood associations
engage in various activities, such as looking out for our children, while also creating
partnerships with other community organizations.

Your hands shape our community!
Your neighborhood associations are
working to make our communities
great places to live.

Your Neighborhood Association

Please sign up
to become a member of
your neighborhood
association.
Ask your neighborhood
association
official for details

Several examples of what our

Neighborhood Associations

do to make our communities so safe and great

Social Activities
Cultivating exchanges to further the
friendships between neighbors through
festivals, athletic meets, and so much
more
.

Citizens Support
Regional activities that protect and
mutually support all of our citizens
from the youngest to the oldest

Information Circulation
Circulating information that is helpful
for our daily lives and pertinent to our
neighborhoods by way of circulation
boards, etc.

Environment Beautification
Crime Prevention
Protecting our children through
activities directed at preventing crime,
such as ensuring areas are well-lit and
establishing neighborhood patrols

Disaster Prevention

Maintaining a comfortable and beautiful
cityscape through the supervision and
maintenance of garbage collection areas
and the cleaning of our parks and roads

Forming autonomous disaster
prevention groups, making disaster
preparations and running disaster drills

Contact Information
Citizens Activities Promotion Division, Citizens Affairs Bureau, the City of Hiroshima
Naka Ward Office
Higashi Ward Office
Minami Ward Office
Nishi Ward Office

082-504-2546
082-568-7704
082-250-8935
082-532-0927

Asaminami Ward Office
Asakita Ward Office
Aki Ward Office
Saeki Ward Office

082-504-2131

082-831-4926
082-819-3905
082-821-4905
082-943-9705
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